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TECHNICAL CIRCULAR No.  RDSO/2020/EL/TC/0154 Rev. ‘0 ’, Dated 19.11.2020 

 

Sub: Procedure for manual CAB selection in Electric Locomotives fitted with Distributed 

Power Wireless Control System (DPWCS) in train consist.  

   

1.0 INTRODUCTION: 

DPWCS has been conceived Indian Railways to provide coupling between locos hauling freight 

trains through wireless communication. If required to couple one or more locomotives in the 

middle or rear of the train, it is not possible to extend the cables to such a long distances due to 

various reasons. DPWCS gives the solution to eliminate the wired coupler between the 

locomotives distributed in train consist. 

 

The DPWCS systems establishes wireless communication among the train consist consisting 

lead/master and remote/slave locomotives and controls the remote/slave locos by implementing 

the commands from the lead loco DPWCS system. All the commands executed in the DPWCS 

fitted in the lead/master locomotive are being replicated in all remote/slave DPWCS in train 

consist besides monitoring the execution of same. The system provides the user required 

information on display, and also keeps the data log.  
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The lead/master loco pilot can operate the remote/slave locos individually from his cab through 

Driver Interface Unit (DIU). The DIU is a touch screen display unit. The lead/master loco pilot 

can give the commands like Notch-Up/Down, Dynamic brake-increase/decrease, Open/close-DJ, 

Raise/lower-pantograph, energizes and shuts down the remote/slave locos. All the parameters of 

the remote/slave loco such as notch/throttle position, dynamic Brake position, BP, BC, MR, FP, 

Speed, Battery Voltage, Lamp signals like LSDJ, LSGR, LSB, LSP,LSCHBA, LOSL and 

Sanding etc. are displayed in the Driver Interface Unit of the lead loco. 

 

2.0 BACKGROUND: 

Each of the locomotives (lead or remote) fitted with DPWCS needs to select their own active cab 

according to the orientation of movement of locomotive. The „CAB selection‟ is  a critical input 

to the system. This CAB selection input will decide the moving direction of the Remote/slave 

locomotive with respect to Lead/master locomotive. The loco pilot/crew member, whosoever 

does the login and cab selection at remote locomotive/s should physically examine their 

locomotive that which CAB (CAB1 or CAB2) is leading towards the moving direction of train 

then same should be selected during the configuration process. Otherwise, if the cab selection is 

wrong, it may lead to excessive tensile force on the coupler and may also result in „train parting‟, 

since automatic selection of proper cab in remote/slave locomotives through lead loco is not 

possible at present.  

 

Accordingly, a Technical Circular is being issued for the guidance to operational and 

maintenance staffs of locomotives regarding the procedure of correct „CAB selection‟ of lead 

and remote locomotives fitted with DPWCS, so that operation of DPWCS fitted train can be 

carried out without any interruptions till any mechanism is developed for automatic selection of 

proper cab in remote/slave locomotives. 

 

3.0 CAB SELECTION PROCESS:  
There are two configurations based upon the cab selection of the locomotives. One is “Straight 

Configuration”   and other is “Cross Configuration”.  

 

3.1 Straight Configuration:  
In this the movement orientation of Master/Lead and Slave/Remote locomotive is same. i.e. 

either the movement direction would be CAB-1/CAB-1(Lead/Remote or Master/Slave) or CAB-

2/CAB-2 (Lead/Remote or Master/Slave).  

 

3.2 Cross Configuration:  
In this the movement orientation of Master/Lead and Slave/Remote locomotive is different. i.e. 

either the movement direction would be CAB-1/CAB-2(Lead/Remote or Master/Slave) or CAB-

2/CAB-1 (Lead/Remote or Master/Slave). 

 

The cab selection process shall be done manually in Lead/Master locomotive and Remote/Slave 

locomotives. The stepwise procedure of cab selection after switching on the MCB of DIU is as 

under: 
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- Initially ‘login screen’ will be open on DIU screen, where it is required to enter the login detail 

(train no., Driver i.d. and password) of each locomotive (lead or remote) and then press login 

button, which enables to open up the ‘configuration screen’. 

 

- All individual locos required to enter „configuration screen‟, where loco shall be selected as lead 

or remote. If loco is selected as “lead”, further leading/active cab shall be selected according to 

the front/leading cab of the self loco and if loco is selected as “remote”, then cab selected as 

leading/active shall be done according to the forward moving direction of lead locomotive, the 

cab of remote loco, which is nearer to lead loco shall be selected.  

 

Further, in case of lead loco, total numbers of remote locomotives (1-4) in numeric value shall be 

selected and based on the numbers selected for remote locos placed close to lead locomotive and 

further shall be named as Loco1, Loco2…etc. The loco number of each remote loco shall be 

entered at the place given for each remote loco on the configuration screen of lead locomotive. 

But at remote loco on configuration screen only lead loco number is required to be entered. 

 

Subsequently, only in lead locomotive, the details of wagons being attached between the lead 

and remote locos need to be entered in form of type and their quantity followed by the type and 

quantity of Brake van being attached with the consist. 

  

- After successful entry of Configuration details, BP continuity test is to be conducted to couple 

the locomotives through wireless communication.  

 

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS WITH MASTER/LEAD PLUS ONE 

SLAVE/REMOTE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE 

Master/Lead Loco Slave/Remote Loco 

Configuration 

 

 

Remarks Leading 

Cab 

Direction 

Selected by 

Driver 

Leading 

Cab 

Activated 

Cab 

CAB1 Forward CAB1 CAB1 Straight OK 

CAB1 Forward CAB2 CAB2 Cross OK 

CAB1 Reverse CAB1 CAB1 Straight OK 

CAB1 Reverse CAB2 CAB2 Cross OK 

 

CAB2 Forward CAB1 CAB1 Cross OK 

CAB2 Forward CAB2 CAB2 Straight OK 
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CAB2 Reverse CAB1 CAB1 Cross OK 

CAB2 Reverse CAB2 CAB2 Straight OK 

 

CAB1 Forward CAB1 CAB2 Straight Conflict 

CAB1 Forward CAB2 CAB1 Cross Conflict 

CAB1 Reverse CAB1 CAB2 Straight Conflict 

CAB1 Reverse CAB2 CAB1 Cross Conflict 

 

CAB2 Forward CAB1 CAB2 Cross Conflict 

CAB2 Forward CAB2 CAB1 Straight Conflict 

CAB2 Reverse CAB1 CAB2 Cross Conflict 

CAB2 Reverse CAB2 CAB1 Straight Conflict 

 

Note: The selection of nearer cab of remote/slave locomotive in respect to the position of lead/master 

locomotive, while the direction of movement of train consist is considered as „Forward‟. If far 

end cab of remote/slave locomotive with respect to lead/master is selected, the conflict of CAB 

selection may lead to excessive tensile force on coupler, which may ultimately result in train 

parting. 

 

Some of the examples showing the manual CAB selection: 

 

Case-1:  

 

Right CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 
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Case-2: 

 

 

 

 

Right CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 

Case-3: 

 

 

 

Right CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 
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Case-4: 

 

 

 

Right CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 

 

 

 

Case-5: 

 

 

 

 

 

Wrong CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 
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Case-6: 

 

 

Wrong CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 

 

Case-7: 

 

 

 

Wrong CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 
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Case-8: 

 

 

 

Wrong CAB selection in Remote/Slave locomotive 

 

 

        

                       (Arvind Pandey) 

Encl:  Nil.                                for Director General Std./ Elect. 

 

Copy to:   

 

As per Standard Mailing List No. EL-M-7.5.3-11 Latest Version. 

 

 
                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                            (Arvind Pandey) 

Encl:  Nil.                                 for Director General Std./ Elect. 
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